
IMPORTANT: Warranty form to be completed by a licensed qualified tradesperson 
responsible for the installation of this unit. Any warranty will be VOIDED if unit is 
not installed by a licensed qualified tradesperson.
Installed by:                                              Phone:
License number:                                      Date Installed:
Product name:                                         Purchase Date:

WARRNTY AGREEMENT – HOME OWNER TO COMPLETE - order number:

THIS PRODUCT MUST BE INSTALLED BY A 
QUALIFIED TRADESPERSON-FAILURE TO 
DO SO WILL VOID ALL WARRANTIES
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BEFORE INSTALLATION: ALL COMPONENTS 
MUST BE INSPECTED CAREFULLY FOR 
DEFECTS, DAMAGE, FAULTS AND THAT THE 
ITEMS ARE CORRECT. 

Contact AROVA immediately - installation is acceptance of goods will void warranty.  
No claims for damages or incorrect products will be recognised after installation.

CABINETRY INSTALLATION GUIDE
1 - PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
2 - INSTALLATION 
3 - ADJUSTMENTS
4 - CARE & MAINTENANCE
5 - AROVA WARRANTY



4. Keep Cabinet 300mm away from Wet areas3. Check for Support Beams for Wall Hung Units

Wall hung cabinets require fixing to a support beam fied 
between the studs to give a solid wall backing to aach 
the vanity to. Cabinets must be aached to a minimum of 
2 support beams or studs.

1. Inspect Products for Any Damages

Check all items are in good condion and that all items are 
correct as per the invoice and per the job requirement.For 
any damages or defects, contact Arova immediately. Please 
email photos of the issue as well as a clear image of the 
enre product to info@arova.com.au

No claims No claims for damages or incorrect products will be 
recognised aer installaon.

2. Ensure Walls are plumb and Floor is Level

It is recommended that vanity cabinets are installed at 
least 300mm away from wet areas. Do not expose the 
cabinet to shower sprays or bath water splash as materials 
used in the construcon of our vanity units are moisture 
and humidity resistant, not water proof. 

BBefore installing, check that your wall is flat and plumb. 
If it is impossible to make the wall or floor flat and straight, 
the cabinet needs to be packed out so that sits level. If 
your vanity is fixed to a non-plumb wall and twisted, it can 
cause the doors and drawers fall out of alignment and not 
operate properly, the benchtop material may crack due to 
increased stress and water may puddle in your basin and 
not dnot drain properly.
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300mm
(minimum clearance)



1) Remove all doors and drawers from the cabinet and put 
    them aside to avoid damage or scratch. Refer to the 
    adjustment secon below to see how to remove.
2) For the Wall Hung cabinet, posion the cabinet at desired 
    height.Factor in the top/basin thickness to get the correct 
    height.
3) Measu3) Measure correct plumbing locaons and drill holes for 
    plumbing in the back panel. 

Posion the vanity over the pipes in correct posion. For 
wall Hung cabinet,  support from under the cabinet and 
elevate the cabinet to correct height. Use a spirit level to 
check the cabinet is completely level.

1) Securely fasten the cabinet to the wall through the solid 
     back panel with appropriate screws/bolts at TOP and 
     BOTTOM of cabinet. For wall hung cabinets, fix the cabinet 
     through the mounng brackets at top le and right corner 
     and any other mounng brackets where available. 

2) Add extra fastening in between the mounng brackets at a 
     m     maximum 300mm horizontal spacing.
3) Fasten cabinet to the wall at the boom of the cabinet no 
     further than 100mm from each end and no higher than 
     50mm from the base panel.

1) DO NOT INSTALL vanity top unl the cabinet is level and 
     plumb in all direcons!
2) For engineered stone top or ceramic top, apply a connuous 
     bead of non-acidic sili     bead of non-acidic silicone to the top four edges of the vanity 
     and at the back where top meets the wall. Posion the top 
     (ideally the top will equally overhang on each side) and 
      ensure the top surface is level. 
3) Seal any visible gaps between the cabinet and the top and 
     the basin with connuous bead of silicone. 

Seal all edges where cabinet and top meet the floor and wall to 
pprevent water penetraon.

4. Install Top

2.  Posion the Cabinet

1. Preparing the Cabinet

5. Sealing

 3. Securing the Cabinet
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There may be some movement in transportaon and installaon which causes doors and/or drawers to be unaligned. It is the 
responsibility of the installer to make any adjustments to doors and drawers aer installaon if required. 

 Doors Adjustment

 Remove door 

                                                                  
Clip the door onto the hinge platesApply finger pressure to clip at back of 

hinge and pull forward to release

Refit door

Adjust door to le and right                                  Adjust door in height                                             Adjust door panel in and out 

Push down to clip hinge securely
together

step2

Drawers Adjustment 

Remove drawers
fully extend drawer and locate the grey tab or screws underneath the drawer at the front. Pull out tabs unl you hear a click or remove 
the screws. Li the drawer up and out.

side panel side panel

step1

step3

ADJUSTMENTS
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For up to date warranty informaon please go to: hps://www.arova.com.au/pages/warranty
For any other further informaon please contact your nearest Arova showroom. 

2) Refit drawers: ensure both drawer slides are fully extended. Hook the drawer to the slides at the back and ensure the holes at front drop 
    down onto the pin as shown.Reaach the screws of push the grey tabs back to lock your drawer in.

3) Adjust drawer front lt

AROVA products are produced from materials that are well suited to the bathroom however all products require cleaning and maintenance to 
ensure longevity.

The best method of maintaining the finish is simply to wipe over with a clean, so cloth. It is important that no abrasive cleaners or wax-based 
creams are used as this can result in a build-up of deposits/scratches that will detract from the appearance.

1) To maintain the finish on your ceramic top use only a so cloth and weak soluon of non-abrasive detergent. 
2) Due to the glazed surface of ceramic tops, scratches cannot be repaired or removed. 
3) Due 3) Due to ceramic being a handcraed product that is fired at high temperatures, some visual distoron may occur. This is not a defect but can 
be seen to add to the beauty of the product. 

To maintain the finish on your cabinet, use only a so cloth and weak soluon of non-abrasive detergent. 

White Vanies - Scratches 
To remove scratches, marks, etc. on two pack polyurethane, rub gently with car cu ng compound, car polish or household brass/silver cleaner

Burns 
Avoid placing hot objects, such as hair straighteners, curling tongs or lit cigarees on any surface as these will cause discolouraon and 
marking. Should sligmarking. Should slight accidental damage occur, it may be possible to remove marks with the same approach as for scratches (refer to 
‘Scratches’ above).

Chemical damage 
Spills of some products such as hair lacquer, aer-shave loon, nail polish and remover, mineral turpenne, white spirit, kerosene, aerosol 
propellants and inseccides should be removed immediately by cleaning the product with a so cloth.
Mirrors - DO NOT use ammonia-based cleaning products such as glass cleaner. These may erode the mirror’s silver backing. Be sure to read 
the label of any such cleaning products before use. 
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